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Reminders

• Due next Monday, 4/6
• PC5 (Cooperative Testing) due 4/6
• PC6 (Sprint Review 3) due 4/6, delivered as YouTube video

• Please also upload your raw video to Google Drive (so others can download)
• SR3: Please review group feedback

• No lectures next week
• Instead, you will use the time to review each group’s SR3 video presentation

• PC7 (Final Presentations) will be a scheduled telecon with your team
• Schedule a 30 minute block here: 

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/selfsched?sstoken=UVBaMkN5bk9KelVRfGRlZmF1bHR
8Mjk4MTllNjJjODMyODdkODk3MzU4YjNmNWIxZDUyNTI

• Try to have most/all your team members present for that
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusivity Town Hall

• CSE faculty holding a remote town hall for undergraduate students
• Date TBA, but pay attention to your email if interested

• This is an opportunity to ask questions of faculty concerning recent 
department- and university-wide climate issues

• (especially relevant for this class)

• Previous turnout: grad student town hall had 60 in attendance 
remotely, including 5 faculty, the chair, and a dean

• (the department is taking it seriously)
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Review: Bert

• Bidirectional Encoder Representation with 
Transformers

• Bidirectional
• Language model encompasses context from 

both left-to-right and right-to-left
• Encoder

• NN structure that yields an embedding
• Representation

• The embedding “represents” a token
• Transformer

• Neural architecture that encompasses self-
attention to learn contextual embeddings
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Review: Contextual Embeddings

• The glue sticks to the paper
• The windstorm left many sticks in the yard.

• The context affects how we interpret the word 
“sticks”

• Conclusion: the embeddings for a word depend not only 
on the word itself, but also the context in which it 
appears

• “sticks” could thus occupy more than one point in the 
embedding space

• Bert creates such embeddings
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Review: Transformers

• Transformers are a neural architecture 
that use encoders with self-attention to 
incorporate the importance of other 
tokens in an utterance into the 
embeddings of a given token

• TL;DR Attention is a NN technique that 
learns relative importance of other words 
when predicting another
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Review: Transformers in Machine Translation

• Transformers are very good at translating from one language to 
another

• Step 1: Encode an input utterance into the embedding space
• Step 2: Decode each word from the embedding space to the target 

language vocabulary
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“The food is tasty.” Embeddings… 这个饭好吃

The 1 这 1

food 2 个 2

is 3 饭 3

tasty 4 好 4

吃 5



Review: Attention in Machine Translation

• Input: [1, 2, 3, 4] 
• Time step 1:   Transformer sees token “1” as input
• “1” gets encoded to some contextual embedding vector, 𝑣𝑣1
• 𝑣𝑣1 is fed through a decoder to find the corresponding (Chinese) output

• 𝑣𝑣1 gets decoded according to the attention learned from context
• Example: “The” would give high attention to both “这” and “个”

• The model is more likely to predict those words (and not pay attention to later words like 好
or 吃
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“The food is tasty.” Embeddings… 这个饭好吃

The 1 这 1

food 2 个 2

is 3 饭 3

tasty 4 好 4

吃 5



Review: Attention in Machine Translation

• Note attention is given to words in reverse order for some languages
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Review: Attention in Bert

• Transformers use self-attention
• Rather than translating from one 

language to another, Bert Transformers 
learn relative importance of each word 
in the context of others

• Given surrounding context, Bert can 
thus predict a reasonable word to fit in 
an unknown space

• By having learned the most important parts 
of the utterance to look at
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Review: Transformers

• Transformers help predict word-at-a-time 
while accounting for context

• During training, each word in the input 
utterance learns

• Position information of both input and output
tokens

• Position and value information of surrounding
words in both the input and output utterances

• Summary: word-at-a-time predictions 
possible because the predictions can account 
for context
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Review: Bert Summary

• We have discussed Bert as a mechanism for 
acquiring robust contextual embeddings

• In practice, Bert can do a lot more
• The word embeddings were more of a nice “side effect” 

of the architecture
• Sentence Prediction

• Given one sequence of words, predict the next sequence
• Question-answering

• Learns relationships between question sequence inputs and 
answer sequence outputs

• Bert is unwieldy
• 11GB of VRAM to run?
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Bert: Semantic Entailment
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Bert: Logical Analysis
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Bert: Sentence Embeddings

• The [CLS] token is meant to 
represent the start of a sentence

• Consider: The model supposedly 
learns context in part from position

• Every sentence “starts” with [CLS]

• No matter what sentence is given, 
[CLS] always involves context 
learned from every other word

• Thus, the embeddings for [CLS] are 
a rich representation of the whole 
sentence
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Review: Sentence Embeddings in General

• Embed sentences into 
vector space

• Useful for comparing 
sentences semantically

• Word embeddings are 
used in addition to 
positional information 
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Review: Bert Shortcomings

• Bert’s language modeling assumes independence among MASK 
tokens

• Recall: Bert operates by MASKing some tokens, forcing the embeddings to 
reflect context

• Problem:  if multiple MASK tokens appear in a sentence, their ordering and 
relationship are assumed irrelevant by BERT

• “I have to fly from MASK1 to MASK2”  <- wouldn’t make sense if the MASKed tokens were 
“Ithaca” and “Syracuse” 

• Bert’s input leverages WordPiece
• Problem: Limited robustness against misspellings
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XLNet: Even more state-of-the-art?

• Eliminate independence assumption with 
“Permutation Language Modeling”

• Basically, consider predictions of multiple 
permutations of words in a sequence

• Even more complex
• The model learns multiple ways to predict each 

sequence given different parts of the context

(that’s $160k to train)
(in contrast, Bert used 64 TPUs for 4 days
for a “mere” $14k)
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Multiple Models in NLU Pipeline

• Intent Classification is often performed with SVM or FastText models
• Use Multi-class Support Vector Machine to decide amongst multiple intents

• tf-idf, n-gram frequency, embeddings, all potential features for SVM
• Binary classifier for every pair of intents

• “is account_balance” vs. “is open_credit”, etc. 
• Simple vote: increase an intent’s class count by 1 each time it wins one of the binary classifiers; take 

the highest as the intent label
• Advantage: SVM is fast to train and infer; accuracy > 90% on standard workloads

• FastText used to classify sequences into “topics”
• Just create “topics” to be intents
• Model takes sequences of words as inputs, embeds them,

trained to select among multiple classes
• Advantage: Fast (with pretrained embeddings); more accurate
• Robust against misspellings

• Words embedded in 3-character sequences: 
Kevin becomes: <Ke, Kev, evi, vin, in>
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Stateful Classification

• Clinc
• Each state associated with a separate intent classifier

• Create an SVM/FastText model with each outgoing edge as a possible intent class
• Advantage: State makes it easier to discern between intents

• There are typically fewer intent classes to choose from in a given state

• DialogFlow
• Coerce model outputs using Contexts

• Classification model probabilities are changed based on Context
• e.g., “2x more likely” to choose intent A over B in context C

• Advantage: Reduced overall training (there’s no per-state classifier to train)

• Rasa
• Touted as “stateless”

• You give it training data that captures state (e.g., which intents should come next)
• Advantage: Purely example based.  Rasa scales well as a resule
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Slot Extraction

• Can be thought of as a Sequence-to-Sequence task
• Turn an utterance into an IOB representation

• Yo fam         get     me          a     burger.
• O    B:person     O   B:person   O    B:food

• Embed words, train a model to learn how to predict I, O, or B for each token

• Clinc
• Per-competency slot extraction

• Currently using Glove embeddings (olde but fast)
• Bert embeddings improve accuracy (but radically increase training time)

• DialogFlow and Rasa
• Appears per-intent, although model details are not immediately obvious
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One-Slide Summary: Ethics in NLP

• Humans engage with Conversational AI systems regularly
• What societal impact might these systems have?
• Personal information exchange (bank accounts)
• Critical decision making (medical records)

• NLP in general is increasingly used in ways that affect human lives
• Reasoning systems that deliver targeted advertisements or recommendations
• Employment, citizenship, parole, and credit decisions

• Critical biases exist in NLP systems as a result of data
• What techniques adjust for systemic bias in data?
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Full Disclosure: Ethics in NLP

• Slides derived from UMass Amherst grad-level NLP course

• Some topics may be uncomfortable (e.g., racism and sexism in data)

• Critically: as an MDE elective, we want you to think about societal 
impact had by the technologies you work on
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Guiding Principles

The common misconception is that language has to do with 
words and what they mean.  

It doesn’t.  

It has to do with people and what they mean.
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Motivation: Google Bombing

• Google’s PageRank algorithm delivers 
search results based on incoming links to 
a given page that relate to a “topic” (like 
an utterance or search term)

• Here, intentional bias is possible by creating 
fake links and traffic to influence a topic’s 
association with a page

• (not shown here) similarly sexist and 
racist remarks occur

• Problem: Model works fine, it’s just the 
data, right?
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A Dilemma

• We leverage ML models that are increasingly unexplainable in an era 
of explosive data generation

Two potential extremes
• (1) We do nothing, because it’s a data problem

• Are we censoring “the people” if we intervene?

• (2) We intervene, adjusting models to account for data
• How do we detect biases?
• What does it mean to unbias data?
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Adversarial Thinking in AI Systems

• (see also EECS 388) What are the risks and benefits of deploying a system?
• Who benefits from a technology?
• Who could be harmed by a technology?

• Consider: Medical informatics.  Diagnostic technologies? Medical malpractice?

• How representative is your training data?
• Could sharing the data impact lives?

• Consider: employment information

• Does the system optimize for the right thing?
• Consider: are we only maximizing 𝐹𝐹1 score?

• Could wrong predictions impact lives?
• Consider: diagnostics?
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Impact of Social Stereotypes on Data

• 2016 Google queries:   racial stereotypes
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Impact of Social Stereotypes on Data

• Google query for “doctor”:   race/gender/age stereotypes
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Impact of Social Stereotypes on Data

• Google query for “nurse”
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Impact of Social Stereotypes on Data

• Google query for “homemaker”
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Impact of Social Stereotypes on Data

• Google query for “CEO”
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Societal Stereotypes in Data

• Biased data produces biased models
• Thus, predictions are biased as well

• Alternative thought question:  
• What is a chair?
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Research on Bias in AI

• Machines learn trustworthiness and likeability traits from faces
(Steed and Caliskan 2020)

• Self-driving cars biased against genders and races
(Wilson, Hoffman, and Morgenstern 2019)

• Males are over-represented in the reporting of web-based news articles 
(Jia, Lansdall-Welfare, and Cristianini 2015) 

• Males are over-represented in twitter conversations 
(Garcia, Weber, and Garimella 2014)

• Biographical articles about women on Wikipedia disproportionately discuss 
romantic relationships or family-related issues 

(Wagner et al. 2015) 

• IMDB reviews written by women are perceived as less useful 
(Otterbacher 2013)
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Bias in Conversational AI Systems
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Sources of Bias in AI Systems

• Bias in data and sampling
• (social biases, unrepresentative user base)

• Optimizing for a biased objective
• (bad training)

• Inductive bias
• (implicit assumptions made by the model itself)

• Bias amplification
• (the model learns the “wrong” features)
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Bias in Data and Sampling

• Self-selection bias is a statistical effect in which a group 
will select themselves, biasing a sample

• Concretely: who writes Yelp reviews? Who reads them?
• People may not talk about things consistent with empirical 

measurement
• Communities of language speakers lead to differing model 

performance
• What about system bias?

• Can we tell if Yelp is biasing reviews?
• “it would be a shame if you didn’t pay us and you got a few 1-star 

reviews…”
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Bias in Language Identification

• NLP application: Identifying a language give a string written in it
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After language identification, we can look 
for keywords like flu/sick, then followup
with a conclusive explanation

(maybe they’re hungover)

If we can’t identify the language to begin with, 
there’s no way to extract followup semantics (i.e., 
we can’t find keywords like flu/sick without 
knowing it’s an English Tweet)



Bias in Language Identification

• Language Identification systems under-represent populations in 
underdeveloped countries
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Bias in Language Identification

• By retraining on more representative corpora:
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Objective Bias

• Objective bias occurs when models are asked to make predictions 
that actually answer a different question

• Concretely: “What is the probability that a given person will commit 
a serious crime in the future based on the sentence given now?”

• Example: COMPAS
• Balanced data from people of all races (and race was not a feature)
• Problem: “who will commit a crime” is not obtainable (we can’t know it 

ahead of time)
• Instead: model was learning “who is more likely to be convicted” (notice the difference!)
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Inductive Bias

• An Inductive bias is the result of an implicit assumption made in the 
construction of a given model

• Concretely: Embeddings may represent biases
• In word2vec:

• 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≈ 𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑤𝑤𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − ℎ𝑤𝑤𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
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Inductive Bias in Embeddings
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Fixing Inductive Bias: Dibiasing

• First: Identify some biased subspace (e.g., using PCA)
• Second: Find subspace-neutral words (e.g., using SVM)
• Third: Transform embeddings space to minimize

the subspace components

• TL;DR: Minimize impact
of embeddings component
that leads to bias in 
subspace-neutral words
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Top principal components 
identify gender subspace



Bias Amplification

• Bias Amplification occurs when unrepresentative data leads a model 
to learn the wrong features

• Recall: What is a chair?
• Concretely: if all of your dataset contains barstools as examples of 

chairs, your model will learn the wrong features
• e.g., it will only have examples of tall, backless seats near alcohol sources
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Bias Amplification: Training
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Bias Amplification: Predictions
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Reducing Bias Amplification

• Find ratio of predictions 
made against ground 
truth labels

• Identify distribution of 
labels in dataset

• Adjust predicted 
outputs based on target 
distribution
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Bias in AI and NLP

• Bias in data and sampling
• (social biases, unrepresentative user base)

• Optimizing for a biased objective
• (bad training)

• Inductive bias
• (implicit assumptions made by the model itself)

• Bias amplification
• (the model learns the “wrong” features)
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Bias in AI and NLP

• These are critical human-facing systems that have real impact

• Key questions:
• Should our ML models represent actual real-world data?
• Is it right to adjust models to reflect desired distributions?
• If we do try to de-bias, how do we tell what’s right?
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